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Ukherajjee died, and was succeeded by his son, Wukhut
Singh
Rawul Wukhut Singh, better known by the familiar title of
Atabhaee, was far more ambitious and enterprising than his
father He increased his territories by various acquisitions,
while at the same tune he encouraged and protected commerce
' In Sumwut, 1836' (a d 1780), say the bards, * Shree Wukhut
' Singh drove Noor Mohummed out of Tulaja, and took posses-
' sion of it, he also seized Janjmer In the same year he diove
' Jusso Khusheeo Koolee out of the port of Shree Mhowa, and
' took possession ' Colonel Walker mentions that both foice
and artifice weie employed by Wukhut Singh m dispossessing
the Nowaub of Cambay of Tulajfi,, he states also that the
Rawul soon afterwards established his authority over the
district of Walak (so called from its having been of old the
property of the Waia Rajpoots), with the exception of a few
villages, the property of the Survaiya clan, and re-settled and
fortified Mhowa, which had been destroyed by the expedition
m which the British troops were engaged, and rendered it a
flourishing port * It is to be observed,' continues the resident,
' that this acquisition of a valuable country and of an extensive
' coast was made from tribes who exercised piracy, and that
'whatever share of violence and ambition may have been
 *	united m the measures of the Bhownugger chiefs, their
' ultimate object was the protection of commerce    The good
' effects of this policy were extensively felt, and the coasting
' trade of the Honorable Company's subjects derived every
' advantage from this regular plan for the security of com-
' merce   The R&wuls of Bhownugger were the first chiefs who
 *	had the discernment to discover the advantages of this policy,
' and they have the singular merit of reforming the predatory
' habits of their subjects, of directing then attention to indus-
' tnous pursuits, and of affording security to the persons and
' property of merchants, which have reclaimed an extensive
' hue of coast from the practice of piracy, and been productive
' of many permanent benefits   It must at the same tune be
'admitted, tihat, in other instances, the ambitious polipy of
 *	Wukhut Singh has been but little restrained by any of the
' considerations of honor and justice   His measures have been

